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We all know the story…

Lucy’s DNA Sophia’s DNA

Mutations



What’s the definition of Darwinian

evolution?  Let’s ask the 20th century dean

of evolutionary biology, Ernst Mayr:

“Darwinism rejects all supernatural phenomena 

and causations.  The theory of evolution by 

natural selection explains the adaptedness and 

diversity of the world solely materialistically.

It no longer requires God as creator or 

designer....Every aspect of the ‘wonderful 

design’ so admired by the natural theologians 

could be explained by natural selection.”



As a result of recent common ancestry, a 

mere 1% DNA difference is said to exist 

between any chimp and a human.



Now, this narrative blurs and 

omits a number of important facts. 

To see this, we need to know some 

principles of genome organization. 



Principle 1: A typical mammalian “gene” consists of 

interleaved, interspersed, multilevel, and 

overlapping “data files.”
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Principle 2: This order permits a gene to be 

formed into circuits.
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Principle 3: Gene data files are clustered into higher-

order “folders” along a chromosome. This 

arrangement enables different types of RNAs to be 

encoded on both strands. 
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Chromatin 
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to be formed.



Principle 4: Gene folders/ALUs are in turn arranged 

into “superfolders.”



Different “superfolders” encode different classes of 

RNA outputs.



And chromosome “superfolders” are in turn ordered 

into banding patterns.



And these are in turn organized into “topologically-

associating domains” that are cell-specific.





Chromosomal “anti-ridges” and 

“ridges” have 3D addresses.



Such genomic configurations in 3D 

are heritable, as is the case of sperm 

transmitting a chromosome-order 

code to the egg.

The Y also 

forms a nuclear 

compartment 

for various 

RNAs and 

proteins.



The mammalian genome, then, is 

ordered into a nested hierarchy of 

different data files. 



Fact 1: Most chromosome bands 

(“megafolders”) are conserved across 

mammals, but their ordering can be 

different.

The number,

types, and 

ordering of

protein-coding

genes is much 

the same across

mammals.





Aardvark and Human 

Chromosomes



Dolphin and Human Chromosomes

“…the dolphin 

genome and the 

human genome are 

basically the same. 

It’s just that there 

are a few 

chromosomal 

rearrangements that 

have changed the 

way the genetic 

material is put 

together.”

Dr. D. L. Busbee



The significance of the first fact is 

that the DNA data content for our 

protein “parts list” is largely 

shared with all mammals (and 

vertebrates in general). 



So why are we not chimps or dolphins or aardvarks?

Part of the answer is that protein-coding data 

comprise only ~1.5% of mammalian DNA.



Fact 2: Most mammalian DNA consists 

of different types of repeated sequences.

Almost fifty percent of human DNA falls into 
these categories:

Ø LINEs (Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements) –
20.99%

Ø SINEs (Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements) –
13.64%

Ø LTR “Retroviral-like” Elements – 8.55%

Ø DNA Elements (Transposons) – 3.03%

Ø Others – 0.15%



Overview of LINEs

LINEs and SINEs have different structural arrangements. The 

major LINE in the human genome is the L1. This sequence:

n Is found throughout Mammalia but is largely taxon-specific

n Is variously truncated at the 5’ end: ranges from 6-8kb to a few 

hundred bps in length

n Has a biased chromosomal distribution: AT-rich chromosome 

bands and the X-chromosome

(A-rich ‘tail’)
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Chimp- vs. Human-Specific L1s*
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271 L1Hs(Ta) elements

252 L1 nonTa elements

490 L1Pa2 elements

0 L1Hs(Ta) elements

210 L1 nonTa elements

476 L1Pa2 elements

5-6 Million Years Ago

*Mills, R.E. et al. 2006. Recently mobilized transposons in the human and chimpanzee genomes. Am. J. Hum. Genet. 78: 671-679.



Remember the layout of a mammalian gene? Many 

human gene folders are bordered by species-specific 

repertoires of L1s.
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This means that hundreds of our L1 modules 

enable human-specific folder circuits to be 

formed. 
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It is the combination 

of logic gates that 

counts.



L1-repeat RNAs 

are known to 

form CoT-1 

coats around 

chromosomes in 

nuclei, which are 

organizational. 

Most chromatin 

RNA is of this 

class, which is 

resynthesized 

with each cell 

division.



L1 elements also participate in barring access 

to large parts of an X chromosome. 



Overview of SINEs

The major SINE in the human genome is Alu. Unlike LINE-1, 
Alu (and other SINEs) do not encode enzymes for their 
mobilization. This sequence:

n Is primate-specific—subfamilies are distributed in a 
taxonomically hierarchical manner (same with LINE-1)

n Is ~300 bps in length; consists largely of two dimers (with 
sequence differences)

n Has a biased genomic distribution: GC-rich chromosome 
bands

(A-rich ‘tail’)

Monomer A

Central
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Chimp- vs. Human-Specific SINEs*
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864 SVA (SINE) elements396 SVA (SINE) elements

5-6 Million Years Ago

263 AluS elements

1,709 AluYa5 elements

1,290 AluYb8 elements

484 AluY elements

356 AluYc1 elements

261 AluYg6 elements

50 AluS elements

10 AluYa5 elements

9 AluYb8 elements

360 AluY elements

979 AluYc1 elements

1 AluYg6 elements

1167 other Alu elements233 other Alu elements

*Mills, R.E. et al. 2006. Recently mobilized transposons in the human and chimpanzee genomes. Am. J. Hum. Genet. 78: 671-679.



Remember the layout of a mammalian gene? Human 

protein-coding regions have different repertoires of 

SINEs. 
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The point? Human Alus are dense with regulatory 

logic elements
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~0%      1.5%    2.5%      8.5%     19%    25%

PolIII B box 32%     28.5%    45%      54%      64%     55%

PolIII B’ box 14%       9%       20%     11.5%    1.5%    8%

Estrogen Response Element 58%       80%      70%      92%      11%    26%

Retinoic Acid Response Element 60%       14%      62%      54%      85%    87%

Thyroid Hormone Response Element 41.5%   ~0%      52.5%    82%     84.5%  86%

Negative Calcium Response Element 20%     18.5%     8%       11%       7%     1.5%

Liver X Receptor Element ~0%       1.5%     33%      ~0%      1.5%   ~0%

Acute Myelocytic Leukemia Element ~0%         2%      6.5%     6.5%      13%   17.5%

Myeloperoxidase Element ~3%        0.5%     8%         7%       5%      12%

Cholesterol Esterase Transferase Response Element ~1%        0.5%    2.5%     3.5%      13%    10%

Recombinogenic Element 25%       13%      32%      41%      45%   53.5%

AP1 Binding Site 14.5%     9.5%     7%         8%       5%     3.5%



This means that thousands of our SINE

modules enable human-specific gene circuits 

to be formed. 
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Again, it is the 

combination of logic 

gates that counts.



So why are we not chimps or dolphins or 

aardvarks? Because our DNA is wired 

differently. This is Fact 3.



But wait, Rick…you said before that 

mammalian genomes are very 

similar. What gives?



The overall genomic pattern along a 

megafolder is the same but the 

species-specific details of the logic 

gates are different.





Fact 4: The chimp and human Y 

chromosomes are almost entirely 

species-specific.

Human Y chromosomal sequences 

makes up two percent of a man’s 

DNA…every man is 2% less a 

chimp than a woman is by 

Darwinian reckoning!



The Y chromosome is mainly “junk” 

so who cares? Right?



Not necessarily. The Y chromosome 

is essential for sperm formation, and 

sperm transmit a chromosome-order 

code to the egg.

The Y also 

forms a nuclear 

compartment 

for various 

RNAs and 

proteins.



But perhaps the main reason we are not 

chimps is that we process our DNA-

encrypted data in different ways.





Fact 5: Human cells recode RNA scripts to make 

different transcripts and proteins, a widespread 

phenomenon called “RNA editing,” in a unique 

way.

Fig. 1, Lev-Maor, G. et 

al., 2007. RNA-editing-

mediated exon 

evolution. Genome 

Biology 8(2): R29.

Alus are 

extensively 

transcribed into 

multifunctional 

RNAs.



Human RNAs containing Alus are rewritten in 

brain cells. There are ~5 editing sites per element.



This species-specific difference is correlated with 

patterns of Alu distribution.



And with the fact that a substantial number of 

human-specific Alus are located in brain-specific 

data files.



So once we get past the National Geographic stories 

and begin to tally the differences between the 

genomes of chimps and ourselves, we can see that 

we vary by far, far more than 1% of DNA.



And as more 

aspects of our 

genome’s 

“infinite 

complexity” 

are 

unraveled, we 

can only 

expect the 

number of 

differences 

that make a 

difference to 

grow.




